Product Overview

Composer
powered by StackStorm

Improving business agility
though automated business
process operations
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Composer is an automation platform built on the powerful and
widely used StackStorm open source project. It is designed to build
workflow automation across business silos and enables interdepartmental workflows to deliver error free, cross-domain
automation for improved IT and business agility.
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Figure 1 - Overview of Composer by Orchestral.ai
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Workflow-Centric Orchestration
To enable cross-domain automation, organizations must think in terms of workflows. A workflow is a series of atomic
tasks
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or
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through

point

of

different departments executed in a sequential or semi-sequential manner either

automation solutions to accomplish a business objective or operation. More importantly,

workflows are a proven mechanism for converting manual operations and business rules into IT services deliverable at scale.
Workflows can be single domain automation such as provisioning one set of target systems, such as servers, storage arrays,
or network switches and routers; or workflows can span multiple domains

touching

IT

Service

Management
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Workflows can also be event driven where an event in the IT environment triggers a workflow to be executed for the mitigation of
the event. To span ITSM systems, a workflow platform must be designed to be cross-domain integrated.
Composer's components and architecture accomplish this cross-domain integration by using customizable sensors and actions
(see Figure 2 below).
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Figure 2 - Architecture of Composer by Orchestral.ai

Actions
Actions are outbound integration points that request changes to target systems. Actions are invoked either by users via the Composer
Admin Ul, a CommandL ine Interface (CL I), a communication channel window, or by workflows. For example, when a “Configure Server
Node” workflow is run, it utilizes several RESTful APIs, NETCONF Protocol to configure network devices and if necessary executes a CLI
through a secure shell connection.
The Sensors and Actions are tied together into a cohesive Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute (MAPE) loop by the message BUS that
provides a Distributed Communications Platform between the several integrations that Composer hosts to ensure real time
communication between the workflow elements and its sensors and actions. With this unique, open, and customizable approach,
workflows can respond to events and execute actions in a programmatic way on virtually on any element of the cross domain
platform, or application.
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An Efficient and Intuitive
Workflow Designer
Composer provides a visually descriptive language to
design your own workflows. Utilizing an intuitive drag
and drop workflow ui, Composer aims to make the
transition to automated workflows as simple as
possible. Turnkey workflows ease the transition to
automation by automating frequently performed tasks,
such as infrastructure provisioning and deprovisioning,
patch management across distributed environments or
providing real time alerts on events occuring in the IT
environment. Do-it-yourself workflows are created by
organizations and executed through Composer to meet
unique customer requirements, such as automating
multivendor equipment or other technologies.

Figure 3 - The Composer Workflow User Interface

Open at All Layers
Composer is open at all layers, enabling customization to meet unique requirements and to foster innovation and collaboration across
the different departments of an organization. The flexibility of the Composer platform enables and accelerates digital transformation
initiatives, as shown in Figure 4. At the top of the Composer architecture are workflows that are customizable to each department
while also being flexible to span multiple departments. Next, the User Interface layer allows organizations to interact and manage
Composer however they would like, whether that be managing the actual workflows through our Designer UI, via our CL I, or
interacting with the UI via ChatOps. The Composable Services layer lists examples of the microservices-based framework that is at the
heart of Composer. Each service is either accessible via open APIs or open sourced for greater extensibility. Finally, the Sensors and
Actions layer represents the points of integration needed to enable cross-domain workflow automation. This highly extensible
architecture allows the Composer automation platform to integrate with virtually any IT technology or platform.

Figure 4 - Composer Open At All Levels
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Ordering Information
Composer comprises the StackStorm automation platform and a vast list of integrations for different IT and non-IT domains. The
automation platform includes all required services, L DAP and RBAC security, the Web-based Admin Ul for managing Composer
components and the Designer Ul for creating new workflow code using drag-and-drop methods. For more information about
Composer, visit: www.orchestral.ai
Composer S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

PA R T N U M B E R

SUBSCRIPTION

ORCH-PR-ST2-PLAT

One year subscription for the Composer
Premier automation platform, per data
center or admin domain.*

ORCH-PR-ST2-HA-PLAT

One year subscription for the Composer
Premier High Availability automation
platform, per data center or admin
domain.*

One year subscription for the Composer
ORCH-PR-ST2-<AUTO-PACK> Premier <Auto-Pack> Automation Pack
developed by Orchestral.ai
ORCH-OS-ST2-CLDY-XXX

One year subscription for the Composer
Open Source Cloud Automation Pack
Support.

ORCH-OS-ST2-VIRT-XXX

One year subscription for the Composer
Open Source Virtualization Automation
Pack Support.

ORCH-OS-ST2-XXX-XXX

One year subscription for the Composer
Open Source Automation Pack Support**
Professional Services

ORCH-PS-ST2

Architectural system design & engineering
(Requirements, System Design, Training
Workflow Drawings). Qty = Units. 1 Unit is
one day.

Server OS

Server CPU
Server Memory

RHEL
8.x;
CentOS 8.x;
Ubuntu 18.04
Testing:
2xCPUCores
Production: 4xCPUCores
Testing: 2 GB RAM
Production: >16 GB RAM

Server Storage

Testing: 10 GB
Production: 40 GB

Programming
Languages

Python, Orquesta

Language
Models and APIs

YANG, NETCONF, YAML,
REST

Getting Started
Composer is available as a free 30-day Proof of
Value evaluation. To obtain a copy, go to
orchestral.ai & register to download the evaluation
copy by filling out our contact form or emailing us
at info@orchestral.ai.

* Includes LDAP, RBAC security, the Designer Ul, and Orchestral TechSupport. ** There are over 450 integrations available. Please
contact Orchestral.ai's Client Development Team for specific SKU numbers and pricing.

About Us
Orchestral.ai is a team of like-minded technology
professionals possessing a combined experience of over
100 years in the IT industry. Our team is uniquely versed
in building commercial web scale cloud architectures,
has extensive knowledge and experience in data center
operations and building data centers across the globe.
We also pride ourselves on our expertise in the field

of system modeling for capacity planning, scaling business
applications, and our focus on the user experience. The
combined expertise of our team at Orchestral has been
leveraged to assemble the patented technologies aimed at
alleviating the pains currently plaguing the IT industry.
Please contact us at info@orchestral.ai to setup a demo
and discover the ways we can help your digital transformation.
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